
Intergalactic Treasure Hunt  Live and Online - event, resource.

If you have a printer available at just print out the 6 x A4 clue cards on paper - so your childrenhave a visual to look for in the treasure 
hunt part of the event fun - if you don’t have a printer we can provided separate outline options PDF to draw or copy from.

We do a riddle clue to �nd each of the 6 clue sheets:
Saturn
Space Rover
Telescope
Space Helmet
Asteroids
Rocket

If you have 6 children or less participating it should be easy to manage them all looking for each clue after each riddle. We advise you 
position them either in and around the classroom you will watch the broadcast - ideally up high on walls - so they have to point out 
the right one, or you might put all or some in another near-by space - ie adjacent play area. You will be given 1 minute to look for each 
clue and return to the broadcast for the next clue following that search.  Children can just make a note of the letter marked on the 
clue point and or where they found it.
 
If you have a larger group - from 7 to 30 we advise you split them in to teams - either 3 teams or 6. This way, after each riddle is solved 
by the teams, they can send 1 or 2 of their team to search for the clue - allowing for easier management of the children. We advise you 
position the clues either in and around the classroom you will watch the broadcast - ideally up high on walls - so they have to point 
out the right one, or you might put all or some in another near-by space - ie adjacent play area. You will be given 1 minute to look for 
each clue and return to the broadcast for the next clue following that search.  Children can just make a note of the letter marked on 
the clue point and or where they found it.
 
The interactivity is heightened if you as teachers can use the message function to con�rm to our host that the clues have been 
successfully located and all team members are back ready for the next clue - we will give shout-outs on that progress throughout 
the hunts/ game.
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